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nalyot, a Mutation of the Drosophila
Myb-Related Adf1 Transcription Factor,
Disrupts Synapse Formation and Olfactory Memory
fuse topographic map, which is sharpened by neural
activity and results in coordinated innervation patterns.
A similar strategy underlies formation of the neuromus-
cular junction (Sanes and Lichtmann, 1999). Activity-
independent guidance and recognition cues allow motor
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Activity-dependent plasticity does not end at birth,
Summary but continues throughout the life of the animal. This
allows the postnatal brain to modify and refine its activity
nalyot (nal) is a novel olfactory memory mutant of Dro- in response to external cues. In the mammalian visual
sophila, encoding Adf1, a myb-related transcription system, for example, intrinsic oscillators are supplanted
factor. Following extended training sessions, Adf1 mu- by extrinsic visual inputs, which can modify synaptic
tants show normal early memory but defective long- connections to and within the primary visual cortex dur-
term memory. Adf1 shows widespread spatiotemporal ing a sensitive ªcritical periodº (Shatz et al., 1990). Simi-
expression, yet mutant alleles reveal no discernible larly, development of the vertebrate neuromuscular
disruptions in gross morphology of the nervous sys- junction reflects a complex process of activity-depen-
tem. Studies at the larval neuromuscular junction, dent mechanisms that modulate muscle contraction
however, reveal a role for Adf1 in the modulation of (Sanes and Lichtmann, 1999). Perhaps even more pro-
synaptic growthÐin contrast to the role established vocatively, the findings from lesion-based studies of
for dCREB2 in the control of synaptic function (Davis cortical representation areas and from electron micro-
et al., 1996). These findings suggest that Adf1 and scopic examinations of neuronal anatomy suggest that
dCREB2 regulate distinct transcriptional cascades in- synaptic reorganization occurs within the adult brain
volved in terminal stages of synapse maturation. More itself (see Kolb, 1995). Molecular and physiological in-
generally, Adf1 provides a novel link between molecu- sights also are emerging from cellular models of neu-
lar mechanisms of developmental and behavioral plas- roplasticity and behavioral investigations of learning and
ticity. memory. It is becoming clear that adults and developing
animals can modify their synapses with a host of com-
Introduction mon mechanisms and molecular components (see
Saitoe and Tully, 2000). These findings support the no-
Development of the nervous system is exceedingly com- tion that mechanisms of adult learning and of develop-
plex and generally requires the implementation of two mental plasticity may be conserved.
mechanistic strategies (Goodman and Shatz, 1993). Ac- Activity-dependent plasticity is well described in Dro-
tivity-independent mechanisms control the differentia- sophila. Detailed studies of Pavlovian olfactory learning
tion and identification of different neuronal classes, the have revealed behavioral properties similar to other in-
elaboration and selective guidance of axonal growth vertebrates and to vertebrates, suggesting genetic con-
cones, and the recognition of appropriate postsynaptic servation of the underlying machinery (DeZazzo and
targets. These steps result in a stereotyped but crude Tully, 1995). Molecular studies have confirmed this view
pattern of synaptic connections. Activity-dependent by establishing a role for cAMP signaling (see Dubnau
mechanisms then promote the sharpening and refine- and Tully, 1998). This cascade extends from the cell
ment of these circuits through selective synapse stabili- surface to the nucleus and operates in at least two tem-
zation, growth, and elimination. poral domains: a short-term phase involving the cova-
Well-studied vertebrate systems clearly illustrate lent modification of proteins and a long-term phase re-
these principles. In the visual system, for example, reti- quiring the synthesis of RNA and protein. At the
nal ganglion neurons form connections with the optic transition between these two phases appears to be a
tectum in lower vertebrates (Constantine-Paton et al., conserved molecular switch controlled by the activity
1990) or the visual thalamus in mammals (Shatz et al., of the cAMP-responsive transcription factor CREB.
1990). Activity-independent mechanisms set up a dif- In concert with behavioral studies, synaptic plasticity
in Drosophila also has been analyzed at the developing
neuromuscular junction (Gramates and Budnik, 1999;k To whom correspondence should be addressed (e-mail: tully@
cshl.org). Hannan and Zhong, 1999). The Drosophila NMJ is similar
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Figure 1. The nalP1 Mutation Produces a Specific Disruption of Pavlovian Olfactory Learning
(A) Flies that were 2±3 days old were assayed at 0, 15, 30, 60, 180, and 360 min after a single training session of the classical conditioning
procedure of Tully and Quinn (1985). Performance of nalP1 mutants is significantly lower than normal at all time points. Memory decay rates
did not differ between mutant and wild-type strains, indicating normal memory formation processes in both and suggesting a learning deficit
in nalP1 mutants. n 5 6 PIs per group.
(B) Here, 50 independent excisions of the nalP1 P element insertion were generated via the crossing scheme of Dura et al. (1993). Some (nalve25A,
nalve80, and nalve96) are homozygous viable and molecularly precise. Others (nalle55 and nalle60) are homozygous lethal and molecularly imprecise,
with deletions of nearby genomic DNA. The nalle60 excision consists of 30 bp of residual P element sequences, an 8 bp (target site) duplication
and an z1800 bp deletion of genomic DNA. The nalve48 excision retains the same P element/duplication sequences as nalle60 but does not
carry the genomic deletion.
(C) Olfactory memory was assayed immediately after one training session in homozygous and heteroallelic combinations of precise excisions
(nalve25A, nalve80, and nalve96). In each case, performance levels did not differ significantly from those of two wild-type strains [w1118(CS10) and
Canton-S], and all were significantly higher than that of nalP1 mutants. These data indicate that the precise excisions are revertant for olfactory
learning and, thereby, establish that the original nalP1 transposon insertion is responsible for the mutant memory defect. n 5 6 PIs per group.
(D) Olfactory memory was assayed immediately after one training session in homozygous, heterozygous, and heteroallelic combinations of
nalP1 and imprecise excisions (nalve48 and nalle60). Both excision alleles are recessive to the wild-type allele for olfactory memory (and lethality).
The nalle60 mutation fails to complement nalP1. In heteroallelic combinations, olfactory memory was significantly reduced in nalP1/nalle60 flies but
did not differ significantly from wild type in nalP1/nalve48 flies. Taken together, these genetic complementation data indicate that the olfactory
memory defect maps to the molecular deletion, but not the duplication, of the nalle60 excision mutation. n 5 14, 14, 14, 8, 8, 14, 8, 8, and 14
PIs per group, respectively.
to vertebrate excitatory synapses: it is glutamatergic, Here we describe a novel memory mutant, nalyot (nal).
We show that nal is a hypomorphic allele of Adf1, anorganized into boutons, and displays activity-depen-
dent plasticity. Mutants that disrupt adult olfactory essential gene encoding a known member of the myb-
related family of transcription factors. We find that Adf1,memory, mostly via cAMP signaling, can also disrupt
NMJ structure and function. These studies have culmi- like dCREB2, plays a role in both development of the
NMJ and in LTM formation. At the NMJ, the role of Adf1nated in a model (Davis et al., 1996; Figure 7) in which
neuronal activity increases cAMP and then enhances appears distinct from, and complementary to, that of
dCREB2. dCREB2 affects synaptic function but notsynaptic strength via the activation of structural and
functional effectors. structure, while Adf1 affects synaptic structure but not
NMJ and Adult Memory Roles for Drosophila Adf1
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Table 1. Olfactory Acuity and Shock Reactivity Are Normal in nalP1 Mutants
Olfactory Acuitya
OCT Dilution MCH Dilution Shock Reactivityb
Strain 100 1022 100 1022 60V 40V 20V
1(CanS) 58 6 6 43 6 6 70 6 5 18 6 9 85 6 4 71 6 5 32 6 6
nalP1 65 6 4 40 6 5 71 6 3 22 6 5 86 6 4 73 6 5 37 6 13
a For OA: n 5 8 PIs per group, except n 5 4 for Can-S and nalP1 at OCT (1:100).
b For SA: n 5 8 PIs per group.
function. Collectively, our findings suggest that Adf1 white eye color gene. We selected against this marker
in a standard mating scheme to remobilize the P elementand dCREB2 are critical regulatory switches of distinct
transcriptional cascades involved in terminal stages of (cf. Dura et al., 1993) and generated 50 independent
excision strains (Figure 1B; data not shown).synapse maturation.
We screened the excision strains for precise excisions
(revertants) to confirm that the nal memory defect was
Results associated with the original P element insertion. By per-
forming PCR on genomic DNA with primers flanking
Isolation of the Pavlovian Memory Mutant nalyot the P insertion site, we identified ten candidate precise
In a behavioral screen for olfactory memory mutants, excisions. All were homozygous viable. We arbitrarily
2182 transposant strains were each assayed for 3 hr selected three for further analysis by PCR cloning and
memory retention after a single training session of a sequencing; all were molecular revertants. These strains,
Pavlovian olfactory conditioning procedure (cf. Tully and nalve25A, nalve80, and nalve96, then were tested for memory
Quinn, 1985). Four mutant lines displayed lower than individually and in heteroallelic combinations with each
normal memory scores and normal perception of the other. All six genotypes yielded normal memory (Figure
component stimuli: latheo (Boynton and Tully, 1992; 1C), indicating that the nalP1 P insertion was responsible
Pinto et al., 1999; Rohrbough et al., 1999), linotte (Dura for the nal memory defect.
et al., 1993; Bolwig et al., 1995; Simon et al., 1998), Of the 50 excision strains, nearly one-third were ho-
golovan (our unpublished data), and nalyot (nal). Here, mozygous lethal, suggesting that the nal P element was
we present our initial neurogenetic investigation of nal. linked tightly to an essential locus. Strains with deletions
In wild-type flies, a single session of Pavlovian olfac- of the P element that extended into the flanking genomic
tory conditioning produces memory that decays to sequences were homozygous lethal and included nalle55
baseline levels by 24 hr, is insensitive to cycloheximide and nalle60 (Figure 1B). These strains complemented the
feeding, and is not disrupted by induced expression of lethal deficiencies Df(2R) cn88b and Df(2R) cn87e, but
a CREB repressor transgene (Tully et al., 1994; Yin et not Df(2R)42 and Df(2R)nap12. Genomic mapping of
al., 1994). Immediately after such training, nal mutants nalle55 revealed a deletion extending at least 13 kb to the
showed a mild but significant disruption of conditioned right of the P element. Mapping of nalle60 revealed two
odor avoidance behavior (Figure 1A). Thereafter, mem- molecular perturbations: (1) a closely linked 1.8 kb dele-
ory decay (the slope of the forgetting curve) was normal tion in the flanking region and (2) 30 bp of terminal
in nal mutants. P element sequences along with an 8 bp target site
Despite their performance defect in Pavlovian mem- duplication (Figure 1B). Mapping of viable excision nalve48
ory, nal mutants displayed normal ªtask-relevantº sen- revealed the same 38 bp disruption as that in nalle60 with
sorimotor responses (Table 1). Wild-type and mutant no discernible disruptions of flanking genomic regions.
flies showed similar levels of shock reactivity at the We examined memory in strains carrying different
intensity (60V) used for Pavlovian training and at lower combinations of the nalP1, nalle60, nalve48, and nal1 alleles
ones. Likewise, wild-type and mutant flies exhibited sim- (Figure 1D). All three alleles are recessive to the wild-
ilar levels of olfactory acuity to MCH and OCT at the type allele for memory. In heteroallelic combinations,
intensity used for Pavlovian training and with a 100-fold only nalle60/nalP1 flies show a memory deficit. Normal
dilution. Thus, the performance defect of nal mutants memory for nalve48/nalP1 flies indicated that the failure of
after Pavlovian training cannot be explained by disrup- nalle60 to complement nalP1 must arise from its 1.8 kb
tions in the perception of, or responses to, the stimuli deletion rather than the 38 bp duplication. These results
presented. Rather, nal mutants appear unable to associ- verify that the nalP1 P element insertion disrupts olfactory
ate the two stimuli normally when they are presented memory.
together.
The nal Mutation Is a P Insertion in the Adf1
Transcription UnitThe nal Memory Defect Is Caused
by a Transposon Insertion We isolated by plasmid rescue a 9.4 kb Sac II fragment
flanking the nal P element, cloned the correspondingThe nalP1 mutation is associated with a single P element
(PlacW) insertion at cytological position 42D1-2, located genomic region, and then mapped two genes in the
vicinity of the nal P element (Figure 2A). The resultson the proximal right arm of the second chromosome.
PlacW encodes a readily scoreable marker, the mini- revealed two independent transcription units, oriented
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right is Adf1. The ADF1 protein was identified by its
specific binding to the distal promoter of the Alcohol
dehydrogenase (Adh) gene (Heberlein et al., 1985) and
was then purified and cloned (England et al., 1990, 1992).
Our mapping of more than ten Adf1 cDNAs onto the geno-
mic region revealed a single 39 end and three introns
(Figure 2A). The distal two exons appear to be constitu-
tively spliced from all transcripts. In contrast, a 114 bp
intron, located upstream of coding region, is sometimes
retained in the mature transcript. This 59 heterogeneity
potentially can give rise to two different amino-terminal
sequences (Figure 2A). The mRNA retaining the intron
encodes a 253 amino acid protein, whereas removal of
the intron introduces a new methionine (i2) in frame with
the old one (i1), resulting in the potential addition of a
nine amino acid stretch, MHTLTAAIG. The significance
of this potential heterogeneity is unclear. Engineered
removal of 12 amino acids from the amino terminus of
the smaller form abolishes DNA binding and transactiva-
tion activities in Schneider cell transfections (Cutler et
al., 1998); the longer version described here appears to
have normal DNA binding and transactivation activities
(data not shown; G. Cutler, personal communication).
The nalP1 P element is positioned within the large intron
of the Adf1 transcription unit, 147 bp downstream of
the splice donor site (Figure 2A). This intron disrupts the
Adf1 coding region at the predicted junction of two a
helices, which constitute its signature myb-related helix-
turn-helix motif. Construction of the genomic and tran-
script map also revealed that the nalle60 lesion extends
from 351 bp upstream of the terminal exon to 150 bp past
the poly(A) site (Figure 2A). The nalle60 allele is therefore a
null mutation, removing most of the protein (210 amino
acids), including essential domains required for DNA
binding and transactivation. Given that the lethality of
nalle60 comaps to the region, Adf1 is an essential gene.
Moreover, the failure of nalP1 to complement nalle60 forFigure 2. The nalP1 P Element Is Inserted in the Adf1 Gene, Reducing
memory provides strong genetic evidence that disrup-Levels of Adf1 RNA and Protein
tions of Adf1 can affect adult olfactory memory.(A) Intron/exon mapping of Adf1 and cn20. The cn20 transcription
unit produces a novel, unspliced transcript. The nalP1 P element
(arrow) is inserted within the major intron of the Adf1 transcription nalP1 Is a Hypomorphic Allele of Adf1
unit. The Adf1 transcription unit is alternatively spliced into (at least) Consistent with our genetic analyses, several lines of
two mRNAs, which may employ two different translation start sites,
molecular evidence indicate that nal is a mutation ofi1 and i2. The extent of the genomic deletion in nalle60 is indicated.
Adf1. The first derives from Northern blot analyses of Adf1Restriction sites: B, BamHI; E, EcoRI; H, HindIII; S, SacII.
and cn20 poly(A) RNA in adult heads and bodies (Figure(B) Northern blot analyses of Adf1 and cn20 in mutant nalP1 and
wild-type flies. Poly(A) RNA was isolated from adult heads (lanes 1 2B). Relative to levels of control RNA (rp49), cn20 RNA
and 2) and bodies (lanes 3 and 4) of each genotype. Relative to levels are similar in nalP1 mutants and wild-type flies,
control levels of rp49 RNA, cn20 mRNA expression levels in both whereas Adf1 RNA levels from mutants are reduced
heads and bodies are similar in wild-type and mutant flies. In con-
approximately 2-fold in both fractions (for heads: 1633 6trast, Adf1 mRNA expression levels are reduced by at least 2-fold
49 [wild-type] vs. 775 6 51 [nalP1]; n 5 12; see Experimen-in mutant heads and bodies.
tal Procedures).(C) Western blot analysis of ADF1 protein levels in nalP1 and wild-
type adult heads. Three different concentrations of protein were Overexposures of RNA blots failed to show any extra
loaded for each genotype (from lowest to highest in lanes 1±3 and bands in the nalP1 lanes, indicating that the large (z11
highest to lowest in lanes 4±6). Relative to control levels of two kb) P element insertion was not grossly disrupting mRNA
other proteins (TATA binding protein [TBP] and a-tubulin [TU-
processing (cf. Pinto et al., 1999 for latheo). For higherBULIN]), ADF1 expression is reduced at least 2-fold in mutant flies.
resolution, we used RT-PCR to evaluate both the fidelity
and relative use of processing signals in mutant heads
(and bodies). All Adf1 introns in nalP1 mutants were ex-head to head and separated by a maximum distance of
240 bp. Transcribing to the left is cn20, a previously cised normally, with no evidence of cryptic splice site
use (data not shown). These results confirm those fromuncharacterized gene, which encodes an unspliced 1.3
kb RNA product. Sequencing of a corresponding 1263 Northern analyses: nalP1 mutants have a general de-
crease in Adf1 RNA levels with normal splicing fidelity.bp cDNA predicts a 395 amino acid open reading frame
with homology to stress proteins. Transcribing to the Results from Western blot analyses corroborate these
NMJ and Adult Memory Roles for Drosophila Adf1
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findings (Figure 2C). Consistent with the observations ADF1 expression and then given two 30 min heat shocks
(378C) 24 and 3 hr prior to training (81 6 3 for wildof England et al. (1992), we observed a single protein
species of 34 kD in both mutant and wild-type heads. type versus 78 6 2 for 1; hsp-Adf11-8; n 5 6 PIs per
genotype). Similarly, a 30 min heat shock (378C) in nalP1;Relative to the levels of two control proteins, the TATA
binding transcription factor (TBP) and the microtubule hsp-Adf11-11 or hsp-Adf11-8; nalP1 adults 3 hr before
training neither rescues nor worsens their early memoryprotein a-tubulin (TUB), ADF1 protein levels are reduced
in nal heads by at least 2-fold. We observed a similar deficits (cf. Bolwig et al., 1995; Grotewiel et al., 1998),
despite a dramatic induction of the ADF-1 protein (Figureresult in the bodies of nalP1 animals, but expression lev-
els were too low to quantitate. Together, these molecular 3E). Together, these results suggest that regulated Adf1
expression during development is critical for optimalstudies suggest that the nalP1 mutant is a hypomorph,
showing a decrease in both Adf1 RNA and protein levels. adult memory.
This interpretation is fully consistent with the genetic
complementation analyses presented in Figure 1D, as Overexpression of Adf1 in the Nervous
well as with immunocytochemical and transgenic rescue System Can Be Lethal
experiments described below. To investigate the general role of Adf1 during nervous
system development, we generated three independent
transgenic strains expressing Adf11 under control of theAdult Expression of an hsp-Adf1 Transgene
Can Rescue the nalP1 Memory Defect UAS promoter. Each strain was crossed to a panel of
GAL4 enhancer-trap lines with various patterns of ex-As Adf1 is expressed in both the developing and adult
animal (England et al., 1992; this work), we employed pression in the nervous system: elav-GAL4 and sca-
brous-GAL4 express widely in the CNS (Kidd et al.,inducible transgene technology, to address its function
in adult behavior. We generated three independent 1998). MZ1580 and C321c express primarily in devel-
oping glia (Hidalgo et al., 1995). C747, 201Y, 238Y, andtransgenic strains expressing the wild-type Adf1 gene
under control of the hsp70 promoter. In addition to con- OK107 express preferentially in mushroom bodies (Con-
nolly et al., 1996). Within the central complex, an adultferring acute inducibility, the hsp promoter drives consti-
tutive (ªleakyº) transgene expression. brain structure, OK348, expresses preferentially in the
fan-shaped body, and C232, the most specific line ofGiven the essential nature of Adf1, we first manipu-
lated ªleakyº expression of the Adf11 transgenes by all, expresses with near exclusivity in the ellipsoid body
(Connolly et al., 1996). When the UAS-adf11 transgenesraising the animals at different temperatures. Northern
blot analysis of adult head RNA revealed leaky Adf1 were expressed with these GAL4 lines, all failed to sur-
vive to adulthood, except for C232/1; UAS-adf11/1transgene expression in nalP1; hsp-Adf11-11 adults
raised continuously at either 188C or 258C (Figure 3A, flies. The onset of lethality varied from late embryo to
late pupa.lanes 11 and 12). Leaky expression of hsp-Adf11-11 at
188C or 258C is sufficient to rescue the lethality of nalle60/ Together, these observations suggest that the levels
of ADF1 must be maintained within a narrow range ofnalle55 null mutants (data not shown). These results con-
firmed the essential role of Adf1 for viability and set the expression during development to ensure proper bio-
logical function. Such findings are consistent with ourstage for behavioral studies.
We next asked whether induced transgene expression behavioral investigations, which also revealed a tight
dependence of optimal memory upon proper Adf1 ex-could rescue the memory defect of nalP1 mutants. nalP1;
hsp-Adf11-11 adults raised continuously at 188C showed pression.
partial behavioral rescue (Figure 3C). The same animals
showed complete rescue when raised at 188C during ADF1 Shows Widespread Expression
development and then shifted to 258C for the first 3 days in the Embryonic, Larval, and Adult
after eclosion (Figure 3D). These results suggest that Nervous Systems
adult expression of Adf1 is required for normal memory. We produced a monoclonal antibody (MAb Adf1±17)
against Adf1, which recognizes a single band of approxi-
mately 34 kD on Western blots of head tissue (FigureProper Developmental Expression of Adf1
Is Required for Optimal Adult Memory 4A; cf. England et al., 1992). We detected no ADF1 ex-
pression in embryos 45 min after egg laying, which isAdf1 expression also has a developmental role. Two
lines of investigations supported this notion. First, tem- before the onset of zygotic transcription. Widespread
expression was seen, however, from approximately 2perature-shift experiments of hsp-Adf11 reveal a delete-
rious period of overexpression that appears confined to hr after egg laying onward. These observations support
the notion that ADF1 is expressed only in zygotes (cf.development. When raised at 258C, olfactory memory
in 1; hsp-Adf11-8, -11, and -32 lines (and in nalP1; hsp- England et al., 1992). At stage 16, wild-type embryos
show widespread nuclear expression, with intenseAdf11-11 flies) was lower than normal (Figure 3B). When
raised at 188C, however, memory in each line was similar staining in the ventral nerve cord (Figure 4B). Homozy-
gous nalle60/nalle60 embryos, on the other hand, show noto that in wild-type flies (Figure 3C) and was not dimin-
ished when the 188C rearing period was followed by a specific staining, confirming their predicted lack of ADF1
expression and the specificity of Mab Adf1±17 immuno-shift to 258C for 3 days as adults (Figure 3D).
Second, acute manipulations of ADF1 expression in reactivity in situ. Notably, nalP1 homozygotes show sig-
nificantly reduced levels of ADF1, compared even toadults fail to produce a specific impairment of memory
formation. Memory is normal in adult hsp-Adf11-8; 1 nalle60/1 heterozygous flies carrying only one copy of
Adf11 (Figure 4B).animals, when they are raised at 188 to minimize leaky
Neuron
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Figure 3. Developmentally Leaky, but Not Adult-Acute, Expression of an hsp-adf11 Transgene Rescues the Early Memory Defect of nalP1
Mutants or Disrupts Early Memory when Overexpressed in Wild-Type Flies
(A) Northern blot analyses of Adf1 RNA in wild-type, mutant, and transgenic adults grown at 188C (odd numbered lanes) or 258C (even numbered
lanes). The hsp-adf11 transgene (hsp-Adf11-8, -11, and -32) shows leaky levels of expression at 188C, with a further increase at 258C.
(B) When grown at 258C, performance levels immediately after one training session for each transgenic line are lower than normal (but still
significantly higher than that of nalP1 mutants). Leaky expression of hsp-Adf11-11 in nalP1 mutant flies still yields defective olfactory memory.
n 5 6 PIs per group.
(C) Adults were grown at 188C and equilibrated to 258C just prior to training by a shift to RT for 45 min, then to 258C for 45 min. Performance
levels were higher in the transgenic lines. n 5 8 PIs per group.
(D) When grown at 188C and then shifted to 258C for 3 days after eclosion, leaky expression of hsp-Adf11-11 appears sufficient to rescue the
early memory deficit of nalP1; hsp-Adf11-11 transgenic flies. n 5 6 PIs per group.
(E) Flies were grown at 258C and then subjected to one 30 min heat shock at 378C, which was sufficient to induce detectable levels of ADF1
(Western blot below each group) 3 hr before one training session. The deficient performance levels of nalP1; hsp-Adf11-8 and nalP1; hsp-Adf11-
11, normally produced without heat shock (2HS), remained deficient after heat shock (1HS). n 5 6 PIs per group.
In third instar larva, ADF1 expression is widespread Genetic Disruptions of Adf1 Do Not Yield Gross
Morphological Defects in Embryonic or Adultin the nervous system. In nalP1 mutants, ADF1 levels
appear uniformly reduced in the central brain and ventral Nervous Systems
Given the inviability of homozygous null mutants, weganglia (Figure 4C).
In adult heads, ADF1 expression is observed only in examined their lethal phase in more detail. About 75%
of nalle60/nalle60 mutants die as mature embryos. The re-nuclei throughout the adult brain and with no apparent
preferential expression (Figure 4D). Here again, ADF1 maining 25% hatch and manifest basic behavioral re-
sponses, such as forward and backward locomotion toimmunoreactivity is uniformly reduced in homozygous
nalP1/nalP1 mutants. Similar results were obtained with tactile stimuli. These animals are sluggish, however, fail
to grow normally, and die before the third instar stage.use of a second monoclonal line, MAb Adf1±8 (data not
shown). Thus, at all developmental stages examined, Mutant nalle55/nalle55 and nalle55/nalle60 flies show a devel-
opmental etiology similar to that of nalle60/nalle60 animalsADF1 expression appears widespread, quantitatively re-
duced in mutants, and restricted to the nuclear com- (data not shown). These results suggest an onset of
lethality beginning late in embryogenesis and, in somepartment.
NMJ and Adult Memory Roles for Drosophila Adf1
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Figure 4. ADF1 Protein Expression Is Wide-
spread in the Developing and Adult Nervous
System and Reduced in nal Mutants
(A) Western blot analysis of adult wild-type
head extracts. A monoclonal antibody MAb
Adf1±17 (1:100) (lane 1) or the antecedent
mouse polyclonal sera (1:10,000) (lane 2) con-
ferred highly specific recognition of a single
protein species of z34 kDa.
(B) In situ expression of ADF1 protein in wild-
type and mutant stage 16 embryos. MAb
Adf1±17 was used to compare the pattern
and intensity of ADF1 expression at stage 16.
ADF1 shows widespread and strictly nuclear
expression in wild-type embryos. ADF1 levels
are uniformly reduced in heterozygous em-
bryos (1/nalle60), further reduced in hypomor-
phic nalP1 embryos, and undetectable in null
embryos (nalle60/nalle60).
(C) In situ expression of ADF-1 in larval CNS.
MAb Adf1±17 was visualized with an immuno-
fluorescent second antibody in wild-type
and mutant third instar whole-mount brains.
Widespread expression is seen in wild-type
(1) tissue (and cell nuclei at higher mag; data
not shown) and is uniformly reduced in hypo-
morphic nalP1 mutants.
(D) In situ expression of ADF1 in wild-type
and mutant adult heads. MAb Adf1±17 immu-
noreactivity in 10 micron frontal sections from
frozen heads again reveals widespread nu-
clear expression in wild-type flies (1) and a
uniform reduction in hypomorphic nalP1 mu-
tants.
cases, extending into early stages of larval devel- Adf1 Affects the Number of Synaptic Boutons
at the Larval Neuromuscular Junctionopment.
In late stage nalle60/nalle60 embryos, development of The failure of morphological studies to reveal gross de-
fects in the nervous system led us to examine Adf1the CNS, PNS, and trachea appeared normal, as did
expression of the cell adhesion molecule FAS II (ex- function at the larval neuromuscular junction (NMJ). At
this peripheral synapse, structure can be examined bypressed in a subset of PNS and CNS axons), REPO (a
nuclear protein expressed in proliferating glia), and the analyzing the numbers and distributions of variocosities
(synaptic boutons), and synaptic function can be ana-patterning genes EVE and EN (which function late in
embryogenesis to guide differentiation of a number of lyzed by recording spontaneous and evoked transmitter
release onto muscle. Since Adf1 expression is wide-cell types, including a subset of neurons). These data
(not shown) suggest unperturbed neuroanatomy during spread in the larval ventral ganglia and reduced in nalP1
mutants (Figure 3B), we considered the NMJ a likelyembryogenesis.
Two hypomorphic genotypes, nalP1 homozygotes and place to quantitate the role of Adf1 in the development
of synaptic connections.nalP1/nalle60 mutants, routinely survive to adulthood,
thereby permitting an evaluation of gross anatomical We analyzed synaptic boutons on muscles 6 and 7,
which are innervated by the same motor neurons, andstructures in the adult brain. The mushroom bodies and
central complex, in particular, have been implicated in discovered a striking correlation between ADF1 expres-
sion levels and bouton number. When ADF1 expressionassociative olfactory learning (de Belle and Heisenberg,
1994; Connolly et al., 1996). Visual inspection of frontal is reduced (in nalP1 mutants), the number of boutons is
significantly reduced (Figures 5A and 5B). Conversely,sections from wild-type and mutant adult brains re-
vealed no obvious malformations in gross anatomy (data when ADF1 expression is greater than normal (in hsp-
Adf11-8 or -11 animals raised at temperatures that pro-not shown). For example, the a and b lobes of the mush-
room bodies showed normal fasciculation and orienta- duce leaky expression of the transgene), the number of
boutons is significantly increased (Figures 5A and 5B).tion. Likewise, substructures of the central complex ap-
peared intact; the fan-shaped body was not split and Opposing changes in ADF1 expression levels, therefore,
are correlated with opposing effects on synaptic struc-there was no ventral opening or flattening of the ellipsoid
body. We also carried out a more quantitative ªplanimet- ture, yielding a difference between these extremes of
30%.ricº assessment of neuropillar volumes of adult mush-
room body calyces and central complex analysis in wild- Three lines of evidence support the specificity of these
observations. First, the change of synapse number intype (1), heterozygous (1/nalle60) flies, and hypomorphic
mutants (nalP1/nalle60). We detected no significant differ- nalP1 mutants does not appear to arise from a defect
in neuronal proliferation. Two motor neurons normallyences in males or females for either anatomical region
(data not shown). innervate muscle 6, terminating in type 1s and type 1b
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Figure 5. Adf1 Modulates Synapse Formation at the Larval Neuromuscular Junction
(A) Synaptic boutons were labeled with an antibody against synaptotagmin and viewed on a laser scanning confocal microscope. Compared
to wild type (1), nalP1 hypomorphs have fewer synaptic boutons, while hsp-Adf11-8 transgenic larvae grown at 218C have more. The distribution
of synaptotagmin within individual boutons is normal, and each muscle is innervated by large (type 1b) and small (type 1s) boutons, indicating
that they are dually innervated.
(B) The numbers of synaptic boutons were quantified in wild-type flies (1), hypomorphic nalP1 mutants, in transgenic flies overexpressing hsp-
Adf11 on a wild-type background (hsp-Adf11-8; hsp-Adf11-11), and in transgenic flies expressing hsp-Adf11 on a mutant background (nalP1;
hsp-Adf11-11). Over- or underexpression of Adf1 produced fewer or more synaptic boutons as above. In contrast, expression of the transgene
on a mutant background yielded normal numbers of synaptic boutons.
(C) Evoked synaptic transmission (upper traces) in wild-type, mutant and transgenic flies. Synaptic currents were recorded from muscle 6 in
segment A2 using two-electrode voltage clamp. Each data point represents the average of 2±3 EJCs per preparation, and there was no
evidence of significant variation between EJCs recorded in different trains in the same preparation. All genotypes showed similar evoked
currents. Representative traces of mEJC amplitudes and frequencies (lower panel) were determined from recording spontaneous activity in
muscle 6 in each preparation above.
(D) Plots of EJC and mEJC amplitude, mEJC frequency, and quantal content. Each EJC sample represents the average of 2±3 EJCs per
preparation. mEJC amplitude and frequency were calculated from all mEJCs in a 40.875 s record. All physiological parameters are normal in
nalP1 mutants and hsp-Adf11-11 transgenic larvae, while hsp-Adf11-8 animals show a nonspecific increase in mEJC frequency (see text).
boutons. Mutant nalP1 and hsp-Adf11-8 animals show Adf1 Minimally Affects Basal Synaptic
Transmission at the Larval NMJboth types of boutons as well as normal levels and
distributions of synaptotagmin within them (Figure 5A). We also evaluated spontaneous and evoked synaptic
transmission in wild-type larvae, nalP1 mutants and hsp-Second, the Adf1 null allele, nalle60, fails to complement
the bouton defect of nalP1 mutantsÐjust as it fails to Adf11-8 or hsp-Adf11-11 transgenic animals. EJC and
mEJC amplitudes did not differ among the different ge-complement the memory defect (data not shown; Figure
1D). Third, leaky expression of an hsp-adf11 transgene notypes, being approximately 135 and 0.72 nA, respec-
tively (Figures 5C and 5D). Thus, quantal content, theis capable of rescuing the bouton defect of nalP1; hsp-
Adf11-11 mutants (Figure 5B), just as it was capable of number of synaptic vesicles released per action poten-
tial, is unaffected by these perturbations of ADF1 levelsrescuing the memory defect (Figure 1D). Collectively,
these observations suggest that ADF1 plays a role in (Figure 5D).
mEJC frequency also was normal in nal mutant andpostmitotic stages of neuronal development. Given the
reciprocal actions of ADF1 on bouton number, this role hsp-Adf11 transgenic flies. However, we did detect a
marked increase in mEJC frequency for hsp-Adf11-8appears to be at the level of synapse formation and/or
maturation. transgenic flies (Figures 5B and 5D). This observation
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Figure 6. Long-Term Memory Is Preferen-
tially Disrupted in nalP1 Mutants
(A) Graph showing 1 day memory retention
after massed and spaced training in wild-type
flies (1) and nalP1 mutants. Spaced training
normally produces a memory retention level
twice that of massed training in wild-type
flies. Such memory retention after massed
training is a direct measure of the ARM mem-
ory component, while that after spaced train-
ing is composed of roughly equal amounts of
ARM and LTM (Tully et al., 1994). Massed
training produced normal memory in nalP1
mutants (p 5 0.994), suggesting that ARM is
normal. In contrast, spaced training yielded
significantly lower memory retention in nalP1
mutants than in wild-type flies. In fact, perfor-
mance levels after spaced and massed train-
ing in the mutants were similar to those after
massed training in wild-type flies. n 5 16 PIs
per group.
(B) Graph showing 7 day memory after spaced training in wild-type flies (1) and nalP1 mutants. In wild-type flies, memory retention at this
interval is greater than zero only if protein synthesis± and CREB-dependent LTM is induced by spaced training (Tully et al., 1994; Yin et al.,
1994). Thus, 7 day memory is a direct measure of LTM. Memory retention of nalP1 mutants is significantly lower than that in wild-type flies
(p 5 0.001) and is not significantly different from zero (p 5 0.363), indicating loss of LTM. n 5 6 PIs per group.
may be spurious, however, since it did not appear in between sessions) gives rise to ARM and a bona fide
long-term memory (LTM). LTM persists for at least 7hsp-Adf11-11 flies when they were raised at 218C (Figure
5) or at 258C (data not shown). Hence, the most likely days, is sensitive to inhibitors of protein synthesis, is
disrupted by overexpression of a dominant-negativeexplanation is a strain-specific effect unrelated to Adf1
function, produced either by the (transgenic) P element CREB transgene, is normal in radish mutants, and is
induced after only one training session by overexpres-insertion site or by inadvertent genetic background dif-
ferences. sion of a CREB activator transgene (Tully et al., 1994; Yin
et al., 1994, 1995). Thus, LTM appears to be transcriptionTo date, our investigations have focused on basal
transmission. We have not yet investigated thoroughly dependent, while ARM does not.
We quantified 1 day memory retention in wild-typewhether more strenuous protocols, such as repetitive
stimulation, would unmask physiological defects. How- flies and nalP1 mutants after they were subjected to
spaced or massed training in experimenter-blind, bal-ever, preliminary observations suggest that such ef-
fects, if present, are subtle (data not shown). Together, anced experiments replicated over 6 days. At this reten-
tion interval, memory after spaced training in wild-typethese data support a preferential role for Adf1 in matura-
tion of synaptic structure rather than function. flies (LTM 1 ARM) is roughly twice that of memory after
massed training (ARM only; Figure 6A). In nalP1 mutants,
1 day memory after massed training was similar to that ofThe nal Mutation Abolishes Long-Term
Memory Formation wild-type flies, suggesting that ARM is normal in mutant
flies. In contrast, 1 day memory after spaced training inADF1's widespread expression in the adult brain and its
involvement in synapse formation at the NMJ suggested mutant flies was significantly lower than that in wild-
type flies and, in fact, was similar to 1 day memory afterthat disruption of this transcription factor might yield a
defect in adult long-term memory formation. In essence, massed training in wild-type (and mutant) flies. These
observations suggest that LTM is absent in nalP1 mu-long-term memory likely requires increases in both syn-
aptic structure and function. If nal blocked an experi- tants.
To confirm this notion, 7 day memory also was as-ence-dependent increase in synaptic structure, then, by
analogy to observations at the NMJ (cf. Davis et al., sayed. Significant levels of performance are seen at this
retention interval only after spaced training and only1996), it should block any concomitant increase in syn-
aptic function. with the formation of protein synthesis- and CREB-
dependent LTM (Tully et al., 1994; Yin et al., 1994). NoIn wild-type flies, ten sessions of Pavlovian olfactory
conditioning produce two types of long-lasting memory significant 7 day memory was detected in nalP1 flies
(Figure 6B). Together, these behavioral experiments in-that can be distinguished on the basis of behavioral,
genetic, and pharmacological properties (Tully et al., dicate that LTM is abolished in nal mutants.
1994). Ten ªmassedº training sessions (with no rest inter-
val between sessions) gives rise only to an anesthesia- Discussion
resistant memory (ARM). ARM decays to baseline within
4 days after training, is immune to inhibitors of protein nal Encodes the Adf1 Transcription Factor,
a Myb-Related Proteinsynthesis, is not disrupted by overexpression of a domi-
nant-negative CREB transgene (Yin et al., 1994), and Multiple lines of convergent evidence conclusively link
the nalP1 olfactory memory defect to the Adf1 gene. First,is disrupted in radish mutants (Tully et al., 1994). Ten
ªspacedº training sessions (with a 15 min rest interval the nal P element is inserted in a major intron of the
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Adf1 transcription unit, and its precise excision reverts
the memory defect (Figure 1). Second, the nalP1 memory
defect is not complemented by the (homozygous-lethal)
imprecise excision allele nalle60, which carries a small
deletion that removes only Adf1 coding sequences (Fig-
ures 1 and 2). Third, the nalP1 mutation reduces levels
of expression of Adf1 RNA and protein, but does not Figure 7. Genetic Pathway of Developmental Plasticity at the Neu-
affect RNA levels of the neighboring transcription unit romuscular Junction
cn20 (Figure 2). Fourth, three independent transgenic Synapse growth at the Drosophila NMJ involves at least two genetic
lines, each driving leaky overexpression of Adf1, show pathways leading to: (1) an increase in synaptic sprouting (structure)
and (2) an increase in synaptic transmission (function). The suman adult memory deficit (Figure 3). Finally, the nalP1 mem-
effect of these two processes is enhanced synaptic strength. Theseory defect is rescued with an hsp-Adf11 transgene ex-
pathways share both common and distinct genetic components, aspressing the wild-type Adf1 protein (Figure 3).
proposed by Davis et al. (1996). Both are stimulated by increasedOur transgenic overexpression experiments indicate
neuronal excitability, such as that caused by ether-a-go-go; shaker
that optimal memory formation requires tight devel- double mutants or by increased cAMP levels, such as that caused
opmental control of Adf1 expression. Perturbing this by dunce mutants. In turn, cAMP signaling is proposed to enhance
regulation temporally or spatially can disrupt memory synaptic strength by expanding synaptic structure, which can be
induced by Fas II hypomorphs, and incorporating into the expandedformation and viability. These results are perhaps not
structure CREB-dependent release machinery. Our studies extendsurprising, given that Adf1 encodes a transcription fac-
this model by showing that the structural pathway may be modu-tor, which likely impinges upon many downstream tar-
lated through Adf1-mediated transcription, not just through local
gets. In fact, these findings reinforce regulatory themes modulation of molecules at the synapse, such as Fas II. In addition,
emerging from behavioral studies of other transcription our results show that Adf1, like dCREB2, plays a specific modulatory
factors. Transgenic mice expressing two additional cop- role: genetic mutations that decrease and increase Adf1 expression
have opposing effects on synaptic structure but show no disruptionsies of the clock transcription factor, for instance, show
of basal synaptic function. Thus, Adf1 and dCREB2 define distinctdefective circadian function (Antoch et al., 1997). More
transcription factor cascades involved in synaptic plasticity.to the point, acute heat shock of a stonewall transgene,
which also encodes a myb-related transcription factor,
lead to death (Clark and McKearin, 1996). The complex etiology of nal may not be unusual. The
Vol locus, for example, yields at least two transcripts,
Adf1 Is Required Both during Development Vol-l and Vol-s, each encoding the same protein (Gro-
and in the Adult for Proper tewiel et al., 1998). Acute induction of Vol-s (which is
Memory Formation expressed in both head and body tissues) was sufficient
Several lines of investigation suggest a complex, multi- to rescue fully the early memory defect of a Vol-s null
functional role for Adf1 in the nervous system. First, mutant. The Vol-s mutant nevertheless shows normal
Adf1 shows widespread expression throughout devel- levels of the head-specific Vol-l transcript. A develop-
opment. However, null mutants survive to the late em- mental role for Vol in adult behavior cannot be excluded,
bryonic or early larval stage, and they fail to reveal any
however, since Vol-l may subserve this role. Thus, induc-
discernible disruptions of gross morphology in the ner-
ible transgene experiments to date have addressed
vous system. Similarly, adult-viable (hypomorphic) Adf1
whether acute expression of a transgene in adults ismutants show normal neuropilar volume of adult mush-
necessary for rescue of a memory defect, but they haveroom bodies and the central complex, neuroanatomical
not yet resolved whether such expression is sufficient.centers implicated in adult olfactory memory. Neverthe-
less, overexpression of Adf11 kills the animals, even
Adf1 Modulates Maturation of Synapticwhen transgenic expression is restricted to the nervous
Structure at the NMJsystem. Adf1 therefore may play an essential role in
Formation of functional synapses at the larval NMJ re-terminal stages of neuronal differentiation and function.
flects an ongoing activity-dependent process that be-Second, leaky overexpression of hsp-Adf11 during de-
gins during late embryogenesis and continues through-velopment leads to adult memory defects. Early memory
out larval development (Gramates and Budnik, 1999).is reduced in all three 1; hsp-Adf11 lines when they are
Initial events in synapse formation, however, do not re-raised at 258C, but not at 188C (Figures 3B and 3C).
quire neuronal activity. In contrast, the subsequent mat-Concomitantly, leaky hsp-Adf11 expression is much
uration of synaptic branches and boutons during larvalgreater at 258C than at 188C (Figure 3A). Thus, normal
development clearly is activity dependent and can beadult memory formation may require tight develop-
modulated by changes in neuronal excitability, in cAMPmental regulation of Adf1. Third, chronic expression of
signaling, or in expression of cell adhesion moleculesAdf11 in adults is sufficient to rescue the nal memory
(Hannan and Zhong, 1999).defect. Rescue in nalP1; hsp-Adf11-11 mutant trans-
Developmental plasticity at the NMJ has been geneti-genics was complete when these animals were raised
cally dissected (Davis et al., 1996; Figure 7). Neuronalduring development at 188C and then shifted as adults
activity triggers a cAMP signaling cascade, leading toto 258C for 3 days (Figure 3D). Finally, genetic mutations
an increase in both synaptic bouton number (structure)that increase or decrease levels of ADF1 protein at the
and the quantal content of synaptic transmission (func-NMJ have reciprocal effects on bouton number (Figure
tion). The structural and functional pathways appear to5). Once again, leaky transgene expression is capable
be independent of each other, involving the cell adhe-of rescuing the defect in bouton number observed in
nalP1 mutants. sion molecule fasciclin II (Fas II) and CREB transcription
NMJ and Adult Memory Roles for Drosophila Adf1
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factor, respectively. Genetic mutations that decrease subtle structural defects at central synapses at least
partly underlie the nal memory defect.Fas II expression to about 50% wild-type levels increase
bouton number without causing a corresponding change Nevertheless, the nal memory defect is not accompa-
nied by any overt morphological changes in the embry-in synaptic strength. Similarly, overexpression of a CREB
repressor (dCREB2-b) in a dunce mutant background onic or adult nervous system. In fact, we observe normal
adult morphology of the mushroom bodies and central(which constitutively elevates cAMP levels and in-
creases the number of synaptic boutons) blocks the complex even in severe allelic combinations (nalP1/nalle60)
predicted to lower Adf1 protein levels to less than 25%mutant increase in synaptic strength but not the mutant
increase in synaptic structure. Conversely, overexpres- of wild-type type. These observations suggest that de-
fects in synaptic structure occur at very terminal stagession of a CREB activator (dCREB2-a) has no effect at a
wild-type (normal) NMJ but increases synaptic function of synaptic maturation after the growth of axons and
dendrites, which represent the main contributions toat a mutant Fas II NMJ.
Several genes have now been implicated in growth planimetric measurements of neuropil (de Belle and
Heisenberg, 1996). In this context, our behavioral analy-of the Drosophila neuromuscular synapse. Fas II is ex-
pressed pre- and postsynaptically at the NMJ, where it ses reveal that assays of adult olfactory memory pro-
vides a sensitive way to detect subtle developmentalappears to act as a cell adhesion molecule in a manner
analogous to its vertebrate NCAM homolog. More recent abnormalities that escape morphological detection.
discoveries, made with the use of genetic screens, in-
clude the identification of Highwire (Wan et al., 2000), a Adf1 and Long-Term Memory
novel gene with expression localized to periactive zones Existence of a protein synthesis-dependent LTM ap-
of presynaptic terminals, and Futsch (Hummel et al., pears ubiquitous in the animal kingdom and has been
2000; Roos et al., 2000), encoding a MAP1B-like protein shown to be CREB-dependent in mammals (see Saitoe
associated with the axonal, dendritic, and nerve-termi- and Tully, 2000). Long-term memory formation after Pav-
nal cytoskeleton. In this paper, we provide evidence for lovian training in Drosophila also depends on CREB-
a transcription factor, Adf1, involved in the structural dependent gene transcription and protein synthesis.
pathway. Genetic manipulations that decrease (or in- Moreover, opposite manipulations of CREB have corre-
crease) the amount of ADF1 give rise to a decrease (or sponding loss- and gain-of-function effects on long-
increase) in synaptic bouton number. Thus, whereas term memory formation, implying that CREB acts as a
dCREB2 affects NMJ function but not structure, Adf1 molecular switch for LTM formationÐas it does for activ-
affects structure but not function (Figure 7). As a tran- ity dependent plasticity at the NMJ. Manipulations of
scription factor, ADF1 appears not to function directly CREB in cultured molluscan neurons have demon-
at the synapse; rather, its role reasonably may act up- strated activity-induced structural changes at identified
stream of structural effectors (as above). Together, sensorimotor synapses concomitant with the appear-
these observations suggest that transcriptional regula- ance of long-term facilitation, a cellular correlate of be-
tion is involved with both components of synapse matu- havioral sensitization (Dash et al., 1991; Bartsch et al.,
ration, and they argue that an increase in synaptic struc- 1995, 1998). Hence, the appearance of long-term mem-
ture must precede an increase in synaptic function. ory generally may include structural, as well as func-
tional, changes at the relevant synapses.
Long-term memory formation after spaced training isAdf1 and Early Memory
Developmental plasticity in the adult brain may share abolished in nal mutants. A trivial explanation for this
result is that it derives secondarily from the milder deficitsome of the cellular machinery that subserves synapse
maturation at the NMJ. During metamorphosis, for in- in early memory. Two observations argue against this
interpretation. First, 1 day memory after massed trainingstance, axonal projections from some larval mushroom
body neurons first degenerate and then extend pro- is normal in nal mutants, indicating that ARM is formed
normally and, thereby, suggesting that multiple trainingcesses anew along with new MB neurons that proliferate
in developing adult structures (Barth and Heisenberg, sessions compensate for the mild memory deficit ob-
served after one training session. Second, radish mu-1997). This process of synapse formation continues for
a few days after eclosion, is modulated in an experience- tants have a more severe early memory deficit than nal
mutants (and ARM is abolished) but nevertheless showdependent fashion, and is aberrant in mutants with de-
fects in cAMP signaling (Balling et al., 1987) or in normal normal LTM formation (Tully et al., 1994). Thus, the level
of performance at earlier memory phases is not a reliablelarvae grown in low density cultures (Heisenberg et al.,
1995). predictor of performance at later memory stages. These
observations also do not readily support a general devel-Positing a role for ADF1 in activity-dependent synapse
formation of the maturing adult brain can explain why opmental etiology of the nal LTM deficit, unless early
memory and LTM are anatomically distinct.hypomorphic mutations produce mild defects in olfac-
tory memory measured immediately after one training Instead, our observations at the NMJ suggest a possi-
ble structural role for Adf1 in adult behavioral plasticity.session. Several observations are consistent with this
notion. First, leaky overexpression of hs-Adf1 during During the formation of LTM, the Adf1 transcriptional
cascade may lead to an increase in the number of synap-development disrupts memory. Second, overexpressing
the Adf1 protein in the nervous system via the UAS- tic boutons, allowing the incorporation of synaptic ma-
chinery induced through the CREB transcription cas-GAL4 system has lethal consequences. Third, Adf1 mu-
tants have a defect in synaptic structure at the neuro- cade. In nal mutants, structural changes do not occur,
thereby preventing integration of the CREB-dependentmuscular junction. These observations suggest that
Neuron
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Experimental Proceduresincreases in synaptic function, as is the case at the NMJ
in the absence of Fas II- or dunce-dependent increases
Isolation and Characterization of cDNAsin synaptic boutons. Without an increase in structure Selected genomic DNA probes were hybridized to a bacteriophage
and function, there is no increase in synaptic strength, (or plasmid) adult head cDNA library. We isolated 11 cDNA clones
and LTM does not manifest. corresponding to two independent transcription units. Ten clones
corresponded to the Adf1 transcription unit and one to cn20 (seeNevertheless, other possibilities have not yet been
below).ruled out. As a transcription factor, for example, Adf1
may regulate the expression of functional components
Northern Blot Analysis and RNA Quantitationof neuronal activity, which are compensated for in the
Wild-type (or mutant) total RNA from whole adult flies, adult heads,homeostatic context of the NMJ, but which are not com-
or adult bodies was isolated with the TriZOL reagent (BRL). Eachpensated for in the adult CNS. Future experiments with
lane of each Northern blot corresponds to 5 mg of poly(A) RNA.
spatially and temporally restricted transgenes likely will Each blot was sequentially hybridized to Adf1, cn20, or rp49 32P-
provide the necessary data to distinguish these possible labeled probes and the resulting signals quantified with the Fujix
Bas 1000 phosphorimager system (Fuji Photo Film Co., Ltd). Theroles for Adf1 in LTM formation.
values of Adf1 and cn20 were each normalized to control rp49 signal
across different extracts or genotypes. The results for Adf1 are: (1)
adult head extracts: 1633 6 49 (wild type) vs. 775 6 51 (nal), n 5
Transcription Factor Cascades for Neuroplasticity 12 (triple determination of four independent extracts); (2) adult body
Adf1 is a complex gene. It is essential during early devel- extracts: 239 6 5 (wild type) vs. 125 6 5 (nal), n 5 2. The results
opment and also contributes to developmental and be- for cn20 are: (1) adult head extracts: 187 6 4 (wild type) vs. 214 6
4 (nal), n 5 2; (2) adult body extracts: 373 6 9 (wild type) vs. 386 6havioral plasticity. While these functions may seem to
9 (nal), n 5 2.be disparate, a closer examination suggests a common
mechanistic thread. First, the essential requirement for
Generation of Transgenic LinesAdf1 during development does not appear to be at the
A 1603 bp cDNA (c16) was inserted into the EcoRI site of pCaSpeR-level of proliferation, but instead appears to reflect a
hs. This fragment spans the region from 133 bp upstream of the
more specialized postmitotic role. In Adf1 null mutants, start codon to 709 bp downstream of the stop codon. Germline
gross morphology is normal, the majority of embryos transformation of w1118(CJiso1) parental flies was accomplished by
develop to maturity, and a significant fraction hatch. microinjection, as previously described (Yin et al., 1995). Three trans-
genic strains were recovered: hsp-Adf11-8 (X linked), hsp-Adf11-These observations suggest that Adf1 may guide the
32 (second chromosome), and hsp-Adf11-11 (third chromosome).terminal stages of cellular differentiation and mainte-
A 1256 bp EcoRI-Xba1 fragment from Adf1 (c16) was also insertednance, as is the case for other Myb family members (Oh
into the EcoRI and XbaI sites of pUAST (Brand and Perrimon, 1993).
and Reddy, 1999). In neurons, such terminal stages likely This fragment was identical to that used in construction of the hsp-
include synapse formation and refinement. In larvae, Adf1 lines, except that it included 347 bp of sequence downstream
of the stop codon. Three UAS-transgene lines were recovered.this process occurs chronically in the activity-depen-
dent growth of neuromuscular synapses. In adults, this
process may occur acutely, and in a much more spatially Antibody Production
The entire ADF1 open reading frame was inserted as a C-terminalrestricted pattern, during the formation of specific long-
fusion into the pET30(a) expression vector (Novagen). The insoluble,term memories.
washed, inclusion body fraction, isolated 3 hr after induction, wasThese various spatiotemporal roles for Adf1 support
enriched nearly 85% for the ADF1 fusion protein and used directly
the growing notion that developmental plasticity and as antigen. Mouse polyclonal and monoclonal antibodies were ob-
adult behavioral plasticity reflect similar cellular pro- tained by standard procedures. Of 800 candidate hybridoma lines,
ten monoclonal lines were isolated, including MAb Adf1±8 and MAbcesses. Our genetic approach strengthens this biologi-
Adf1±17.cal insight in two novel ways. First, we identified the
original nal mutation in a ªforward-geneticº screen for
Western Blot Analysisdefective adult plasticity. In this manner, we made no
Extracts were prepared from frozen heads or bodies as previouslyassumptions about any a priori connections between
described (Yin et al., 1994). Protein concentrations were determineddevelopment and adult function. Second, ªreverse-
by the Bio-Rad protein assay. Primary antibodies used were mouse
geneticº manipulations of Adf1 yield similar effects on polyclonal sera against Adf1 (1:1000), MAb Adf1±17 supernatant
synapse formation at the NMJ and on adult memory, (1:20), monoclonal supernatant against TBP (1:5), and monoclonal
ascites against a-tubulin (1:50,000) (Sigma). Products were visual-thereby suggesting a mechanistic link between these
ized by enhanced chemiluminescence (Pierce SuperSignal ULTRAtemporally (and spatially) disparate processes.
Substrate) and autoradiography.Given ADF1's role as a transcription factor, an obvious
question is: What are the downstream targets of Adf1?
In Situ Expression of Adf1While a number of candidate targets, including Adh and
Fixation and staining of embryos and the third instar CNS wereDopa decarboxylase (Ddc), have been identified in vitro
carried out by standard procedures (Estes et al., 1996; DeZazzo et
(England et al., 1990), the significance of these observa- al., 1999). Adult head sections were generated as per Pinto et al.
tions in vivo is unclear. More to the point, synaptic pro- (1999). The primary antibody was MAb Adf1±17 (1:50). The second-
ary antibody was either peroxidase-conjugated goat anti-mouse IgG 1teins under ADF1 regulation have not yet been identified.
IgM (1:500) (Jackson ImmunoResearch) or Texas red conjugatedIn this regard, Fas II, Highwire, and Futsch are obvious
goat-anti-mouse (ICN, Costa Mesa, CA). Images of the embryo andcandidates, given their established role in synaptic
adult head were captured digitally with the Spot CCD Camera (Diag-
growth at the NMJ. The identification of ADF1 effectors nostic Instruments, Inc) under bright field optics on a Zeiss Axiophot
promises to resolve the issue of whether Adf1 modulates Microscope. Images of the third instar CNS were captured digitally
with a Nikon PCM-2000 laser-scanning confocal microscope.synaptic morphology directly during LTM formation.
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NMJ Morphology analyzed parametrically with JMP (version 3.0) statistical software
(SAS Institute Inc.). All pairwise comparisons from ANOVAs wereSynaptic terminals were visualized by incubating body walls first
with rabbit anti-synaptotagmin (1:200), and then Texas red conju- planned, and the critical values for individual comparisons were
adjusted to maintain an experimentwise error rate of alpha 5 0.05gated anti-rabbit antibody (1:200; ICN, Costa Mesa, CA). Following
staining, muscles 6 and 7 in abdominal segment 2 (A2) were imaged (Sokal and Rohlf, 1997). When explicitly stated in the text as ªsignifi-
cantº or ªnot significantº (similar), the corresponding adjusted pwith a Bio-Rad 600 or Nikon PCM-2000 laser-scanning confocal
microscope. To avoid experimental bias, the arbor on the right side values were p , 0.05 or p . 0.05.
of the animal was examined, unless it was unusable due to damage
or distortion. Terminal boutons were visualized with a 603 objective Acknowledgments
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